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Rules of Evidence against Trump’s Lies
William B. Taylor’s opening statement to Rep. Schiff’s impeachment investigation is a
beautiful example of truth to power developed through Rules of Evidence in the Age of
Reason.
https://medium.com/@rhtcmu/trumps-taylor-c8a59b6fb35b
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The science of lies is a cognitive science. Indeed, it is a cognitive neuroscience. In my
book on The Internet Court of Lies I describe the science behind truth and lies. This
science is simple to understand and directly observable by anybody. It is important to
understand why, in the last four hundred years, we have come to rely on Rules of
Evidence for the truth.
Trump is an Emperor with no clothes with respect to evidence of truth in what he says.
His truth is composed of attack lies to deceive as to his true intentions, and he uses a
trick.

Trump’s Trick
How He Gets Away With It
medium.com

Taylor is providing him with his invisible clothes to go out and promenade.
The human brain is actually many different physical brains evolved for millions of years,
leading to the human neocortical brain. Our unique natural language is capable of
providing communication between people about what our animal mind, our neocortex,
can know and think. The science of lying says that any sentence can be a lie. This is a
property of our animal brain, not our language. Anybody can prove this to themselves.
This is because all we have for truth is our individual episodic memories of what our
sense and action sub-brains, our eyes, ears, and our language communications, can tell
our minds. By this very fact, anybody knows truth by his own observation. The most
fundamental rules of evidence say that if we can show physical evidence and testimony
by people who directly experienced the episode, then that is probably true testimony.
Simply one person telling another, and that other person telling us, is not so good. The
reason is that any sentence can be a lie, because no sentence is understood by two people
in exactly the same way. One person may believe a sentence, but communicate it
differently to someone else. This is inherent to how the human mind works, and how our
animal mind knows what is true, and what might be a lie. And, any sentence, can be the
truth to one person, and a lie to another.
So, as long as we believe Trump’s second-hand truth, he can lie freely. Our Taylor has
carefully written his document with verifiable evidence. Only what he directly heard,
https://medium.com/@rhtcmu/trumps-taylor-c8a59b6fb35b
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saw, and said. He has given Trump a beautiful, invisible, robe and Trump is convinced he
has a beautiful robe.
Here is the book on The Internet Court of Lies on Kindle, Audible, and Paperback:
https://www.amazon.com/How-Get-Your-Lies-Back/dp/B07R448S2L/
Here is an online, free to read medium link, summary of the science of lies (and truth):

Fiat Lies are Genocide on the Human Race
The Internet Court of Lies
medium.com

President and General George Washington was another taylor, and here is his case, also
on a free link, for impeaching and convicting Trump based on his direct experiences:

George Washington’s Case for Convicting Donald Trump
Truth to Power
medium.com

Here is the Washington Post link to William B. Taylor’s Statement:

Opening statement of Ambassador William B. Taylor
William B. Taylor, the senior U.S. diplomat in Ukraine, testi ed before
impeachment investigators Tuesday that he was…
www.washingtonpost.com
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